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Wicked Appetite
The Words and Music of Frank ZappaSummer Holiday with a VagabondVampires / Island Vacation / Honour Calls / In the Service of the King (Mills & Boon M&B)Tens Commandments Bible Law Course, Form #17.028Anonymous SexOne and OnlyWicked Christmas Nights - 3 Book Box SetAugust is a Wicked MonthMy Holiday Joy
Making Her Own The Vintage Mysteries for the Holidays
Wicked Naughty List
Studies in the Psychology of Sex
Her Naughty HolidayHers for the HolidaysHis Holiday CrushPeople We Meet on VacationWicked Christmas NightsSpeak the SpeechThe SketchSex On HolidayThe Ten VisionsChambers's English Dictionary, Pronouncing, Explanatory and Etymological, with Vocab. of Scottish Words and Phrases, Americanisms, EtcDeadly HolidaysResearching Sex and Lies in the ClassroomFour for The HolidaysBoxed SetHer Aussie HolidayThe British National BibliographyStudies in the psychology of sex. v.1, 1901On a Journey with GodStocking StuffersEntertaining Mr StoneGood Girls Finish LastBirkbeck Word Association NormsFright XmasThe Wicked DeepThedivinity of SexAn Almost Perfect HolidayReconsidering BoccaccioA feast she wasn't expecting! Clover Greene would sooner crawl into her oven than host family for Thanksgiving dinner. Yet another annual ritual of too much food, served with a side of criticism over "Clover's Bad Life Choices." This year, she needs to distract them all—with a handsome fake boyfriend. And she has the perfect guy in mind. Contractor Erick Fields is the poster boy for sexy single dads, and Clover has been secretly crushing on him for ages. She certainly wasn't expecting Erick to agree to her insane charade... or to add lots of hot, wicked sex to the deal. If they can pull it off, the worst Thanksgiving ever might give them something to be really thankful for!Includes a brand new, never-before-published Club X Christmas Story! Get FOUR contemporary romances FREE in this special boxed set today and fall in love with stories that are fan favorites around the world! Notorious The published of the Club X couples are all grown up and getting their own stories beginning with Cade and Stefan, March's son. He's a player like his father, but a sweet baker named HAILEY might change all of that. She just has to believe he's changed his ways. If I Dream Ryder is a guy from the wrong side of the tracks, and Serena lives the life her crime boss father dictates. Can they find a way to be together and get a happily ever after? Crash Into Me The USA Today bestseller that begins the Heart of Stone series! Fall in love with Tristan and Nina's story and see why readers around the world made this series their favorite. Crave Ian is a bestselling author with an obsession. Kristina is an actress who loves being idolized. Their love is intense and combustible, but it's definitely unforgettable. A Club X Christmas J joins the couples from Club X and their children for a Christmas celebration and see the NeXt series heroes when they're little boys. This is an exclusive story to this boxed set and never published before! Topics: billionaire hero romance, possessive hero romance, family life romance, wealthy hero, contemporary romance, erotic romance, New York City, series, billionaire romance, New York Times bestseller, USA Today bestseller, K.M. Scott, top books in romance, top books in contemporary romance, family saga romance, romantic suspense books, new adult romance series, bingeworthy romance series, must read romance, free romance books, free romance novels, free romance, contemporary romance free, contemporary romance books, free, freebie, romance free, romance series, new adult romance, romantic suspense, beach reads, romance novels free, romance books, alpha male Perfect for fans of Helen Hardt, Meghan March, Kendall Ryan, Anna Zaires, J. Kenner, CD Reiss, Lauren Blakely, Skye Warren, Aleatha Romig, Lisa Renee J ones, Penelope Sky, E.L. James, Vi Keeland, Stella Gray, Penelope Ward, Meredith Wild, Chelle Bliss, Charlotte Byrd, Lauren Paige, J ordi Ellen Malpas, Sylvia Day, Maya Banks, Louise Bay, Shayla Black, Natasha Knight, Carly Phillips, Erika Wilde, Amelia Wilde, Marie Force, M. Malone, Lyra Parish, Kennedy FoxWicked showcases some of the most erotic writing, bringing together a collection of unashamed, wildly entertaining tales of sensual holiday encounters. This is the perfect sexy summer-reading collection and includes 'Magic Fingers' by the international bestseller Sylvia Day, author of the Sunday Times bestseller Bared to You. It also includes stories by favourites such as Primula Bond and Alison Tyler, among others. This is a reference work containing free association norms for over 2000 words in the English language collected over the last eight years from groups of 40-50 British English speakers aged between 17 and 45. These norms provide the information that, for example, 67% of people give dog as the first word they think of in response to the word cat, 24% give the word society in response to the word pillar, and given the name for over 2000 words in the English language collected over the last eight years from groups of 40-50 British English speakers aged between 17 and 45. These norms provide the information that, for example, 67% of people give dog as the first word they think of in response to the word cat, 24% give the word society in response to the word pillar, and given the name Michael, 65% say J ackson, whereas less than 5% say Heseltine or Caine. These norms will be of use to researchers and students in many fields of psychology, especially language and memory, where the degree of association between pairs of words is often an important experimental variable. The main part of the book contains an alphabetical list of all associative responses and their frequency for each of the 2464 stimulus words. In addition, there is an index of stimulus words organised according to semantic category to aid selection of experimental materials. Full methodological details of the collection and compilation of the data are also provided in the introduction. Overview In this fascinating new inquiry into contemporary culture, Charles Pickstone, a priest, argues that the pervasiveness of sex in our society mirrors religion's former glory. Indeed, according to Pickstone, sex has usurped religion's position on the spiritual pedestal. In this time of increasing secularization, our traditional views of sex have fallen by the wayside. The religious right bemoans our so-called hedonism as a retreat from religion and values. Yet Pickstone challenges the belief that we have lost our spirituality and have become a world of lost souls damned for eternity. His book provides a sober and lucid response to our concerns about where our society is headed. Pickstone clearly demonstrates how we often describe sex in metaphors of natural, and even supernatural phenomena: The earth moves, oceans swell, and storms rage. Moreover, Pickstone argues, we find in both sexual and religious passion the same transcendence of self that constitutes a spiritual experience. Barriers break down as we are transported to another reality of ecstasy and heightened experience. From the USA Today bestselling author who is a “master of witty banter” (Entertainment Weekly) come a “perfect rom-com” (Refinery29) that proves when opposites attract, sparks fly. With her bridezilla friend on a DIY project rampage, bridesmaid Jane Denning will do anything to get the wedding over with. She's definitely not getting married. With her life in shambles and her heart in turmoil, she's struggling to stay in one piece. But when she meets the man of her dreams, everything changes. He's handsome, charismatic, and everything she could ever want in a man. Only problem...he's not her type. Can they find love despite their differences? Find out in this heartwarming, feel-good romance novel today!
on the wild side. Turns out, riling her up is the best time he’s had in years. But what happens when the fun and games start to turn into something real? “Delightfully sexy and sweet.” -- Lauren Layne, New York Times bestselling author "Fantastic! Compelling characters, tons of heat, loads of heart. I highly recommend!” -- M. O'Keefe, USA Today bestselling author "When it comes to creating uncontrollable contemporaries, Holiday is in it to win it." -- Booklist "Satisfying." -- The New York Times Book Review What readers are saying about One and Only: "A fun, fast-paced, satisfying read." "Cam is my new book boyfriend."This book is going on my keeper shelf." "This book was SO ENJOYABLE. Every single page gave me all the feels. I loved the characters, the plot, the writing - everything." "A sweet, hilarious and powerful romance story that will warm your heart."Death stalks the Mindhunters and their loved ones in three holiday-themed novellas that will thrill and chill. A Christmas to hope for… in CHRISTMAS STALKING, Chicago prosecuting attorney Gwen Pierce plans to spend her holiday focused on her career. Defense lawyer Matt Haney knows they can share so much more. When they receive some unsettling gifts, they must work together to find their stalker before someone gets hurt. Confronting the ghosts of Gwen’s past, present, and future will bring her the best gift of all—love. A Valentine’s Day to live for… in UNTIL DEATH, Dr. Rachel Montgomery is resilient and hardworking, but when an ex-boyfriend drags her into his web of lies and greed, she becomes a killer’s target. St. Anthony Police Officer Jake Rosales has made it his personal mission to keep her safe—until death do they part. A Halloween night to die for… in WICKED NIGHT, artist Fiona Elliot has an admirer who would kill for her—literally. While protecting Fiona, Chicago Detective Greg Marsh can’t help falling under her sexy spell. But losing focus could be deadly, especially with a killer lurking on this night designed for fright. 98,000 words

An old portrait in Sarah’s rented house has an uncanny resemblance to her. Her new lover insists he’s a ghost. Where will it all lead? Through sex, magic and orgasmic visions, she must fight betrayal and learn the truth.Workaholic attorney Max Robertson is one meeting away from making partner at a big NYC firm when his best friend calls and guilts him into coming back home for Christmas. But there’s a reason he hasn’t been back to Edgewood for a decade—too many bad memories. The plan was to go for just one night, until a wild deer and a snow bank wrecked everything. Former Army Sergeant Dominic “Nicky” Bell is the new guy on the Edgewood police force, so of course he drew the short straw and is stuck working the night shift. But his evening gets turned upside-down when he gets called out to a wreck in the snow—and it’s his one and only high school crush, looking even sexier than he did back then. When they both end up stranded together at Dominic’s house, sparks start to fly and Max isn’t sure what to do. But everyone deserves a present this holiday season, right? The Anglophone world is gripped by a moral panic centred on child abuse in general and fear of the paedophile in particular. Evidence suggests an alarming rise in the number of false allegations of sexual abuse being made against teachers, and demonstrates that the fallout from being falsely accused is far-reaching and sometimes tragic. Many people in this position cannot sustain family relationships, have breakdowns, and are often unable to return to the classroom when their ordeal is over. Researching Sex and Lies in the Classroom draws on in-depth qualitative research exploring the experiences, perceptions and consequences for those who have been falsely accused of sexual misconduct with pupils, and for the family members, friends and colleagues affected by or involved in the accusation process. The book also highlights the dilemmas and difficulties the authors themselves have faced researching this field, such as: ethical and methodological concerns over whether or not to talk to those who have been falsely accused, or who are guilty, and the difficulty of obtaining institutional ethical clearance to undertake and publish research which challenges master narratives concerning children and their protection the reluctance of funders to support research in controversial and sensitive areas. Researching Sex and Lies in the Classroom reveals findings which are both informative and shocking. It interrogates the appropriateness of current investigative and judicial procedures and practices, and it raises general questions about the surveillance and control of research and academic voice. It will be of great benefit to academics and researchers interested in this field, as well as postgraduate students, teachers and other professionals working with the fear of allegations of abuse.

Several times in Pastor Eddy's writings and sermons, he refers to a Bible Law Course, written by Bill Strittmatter. This entire course has been added to the Memorial Library. This 16 lesson course contains hundreds of pages of material. Cora Cabot's life is falling apart. So when her Australian friend announces she's secured an internship in the States, Cora has a brilliant idea: house swap! Small-town Australia sounds like the perfect getaway. Only, when she gets there, the house isn't empty. Turns out her friend's hot Australian brother is staying there, too—and he doesn't look happy to see her. The last thing Trent Walters needs is a roommate for the summer. Especially an American who immediately floods the house and single-handedly destroys the family project his sister created for their parents' anniversary. Now, not only does Cora insist on helping fix the house, he needs her help re-creating the family scrapbook. And glitter is not his forte. But between late nights cooking, pints at the local pub, and competitive matches of cricket on the beach, Cora starts to break through Trent's defenses. Too bad Cora made a promise to return to working with her father at the end of the summer—apologies don't cut it because she knows he never wants to end. Each book in the Patterson's Bluff series is STANDALONE: * The Aussie Next Door * Her Aussie HolidayTHE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! A TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON SUMMER READS NOMINEE! Named a Most Anticipated Book of 2021 by Newsweek * Oprah Magazine * The Skinin * Marie Claire * Parade * The Wall Street Journal * Chicago Tribune * PopSugar * BookPage * BookBub * Betches * SheReads * Good Housekeeping * BuzzFeed * Business Insider * Real Simple * Frollic * and more! Two best friends. Ten summer trips. One last chance to fall in love. From the New York Times bestselling author of Beach Read comes a sparkling new novel that will leave you with the warm, hazy afterglow usually reserved for the best vacations. Poppy and Alex. Alex and Poppy. They have nothing in common. She's a wild child; he wears khakis. She has insatiable wanderlust; he prefers to stay home with a book. And somehow, ever since a fateful car share home from college many years ago, they are the very best of friends. For most of the year they live far apart—she's in New York City, and he's in their small hometown—but every summer, for a decade, they have taken one glorious week of vacation together. For two years ago, when they ruined everything. They haven't spoken since. Poppy has everything she should want, but she's stuck in a rut. When someone asks when she was last truly happy, she knows, without a doubt, it was on that ill-fated, final trip with Alex. And so, she decides to convince her best friend to take one more vacation together—lay everything on the table, make it all right. Miraculously, she agrees. Now she has a week to fix everything. If only she can get around the one big truth that has always stood quietly in the middle of their seemingly perfect relationship. What could possibly go wrong? Reconsidering Boccaccio highlights the great Florentine writer Giovanni
Boccaccio's remarkable achievements in the fourteenth century as a cultural mediator; his exceptional social, geographic, and intellectual range; and the influence of his legacy on numerous cultural networks. Grounded in Boccaccio's own writings, Reconsidering Boccaccio brings a variety of methodologies and critical approaches to the works of three crowns of Italian literature. Containing essays by scholars not only of Italian literature, but also history, law, classics, and Middle Eastern literature, this collection is part of a vital movement to open up a dialogue among researchers in various areas of study that touch on the works of Boccaccio. The volume highlights the necessity of a technical and historical framework when approaching Boccaccio studies, while also shedding new light on the lives of women and their role in the reception of Boccaccio's works. An Almost Perfect Holiday is a warm and witty story of friendship, family, and hope by the Sunday Times bestseller Lucy Diamond, author of The Beach Cafe and Summer at Shell Cottage. The holidays are here, and down in Cornwall Lorna's cottages are fully booked. The sun loungers are lined up beside the swimming pool, the sky is blue and a new set of arrivals are on their way. Erm's planned the perfect break with her teenagers plus her new boyfriend, George. But now his difficult six-year-old is coming too. Will their romance survive the realities of parenthood? Maggie's hoping a seaside holiday will bring her and her daughter closer together, but when her ex makes a surprise reappearance, it changes everything. Can she trust the man who broke her heart? Olivia has escaped the domestic grind, only for the past to catch up with her. Maybe the time has come to tell them all - if she can find the courage to. Meanwhile, the teenagers are running wild and love is in the air. With friendship, heartache and secrets in the mix, will this holiday turn out to be a scorch - or simply too hot to handle? A delight from first page through to last - Milly J ohnson, author of My One True North. Sasha Holiday is so over the holidays after getting left at the last Christmas Eve. But the marketing maven for Lady Robin's Intimate Implements, she's stuck not-so-merrily pitching naughty toys at a romance book club's Christmas party. Her loathing of the yuletide only intensifies as a snowstorm rolls in and traps her at the Winterberry Inn. Stranded with her is Perry Winters—a hot bearded book club member trimmed in flannel and tattoos. Perry's a romantic with an unerring belief in the magic of the season, and he recognizes a Christmas miracle when he sees it. Brave, smart, and confident—Sasha Holiday is a gift. And the gifts keep coming when she suggests they pass the time with some no-strings fun. After all, she has a big bag of toys that would make even Santa want to stay in bed on Christmas Eve. But the frisky festivities turn complicated as feelings spark between Sasha and Perry. Perry wants to see Sasha once the snow clears, but Sasha is reluctant to take the relationship sleigh ride again. Perry will have to show her that love is more than just a holiday feeling. The most comprehensive sourcebook of Shakespeare's monologues ever available in one volume. A detailed guide to approaching Shakespearean text, Speak the Speech! contains everything an actor needs to select and prepare a Shakespeare monologue for classwork, auditions, or performance. Included herein are over 150 monologues. Each one is placed in context with a brief introduction, is carefully punctuated in the manner that best illustrates its meaning, and is painstakingly and thoroughly annotated. Each is also accompanied by commentary that will spark the actor's imagination by exploring how the interrelationship of meter and the choice of words and sounds yields clues to character and performance. Throughout the book sidebars relate historical, topical, technical, and other useful and entertaining information relevant to the text. In addition, the authors include an overview of poetic and rhetorical elements, brief synopses of all the plays, and a comprehensive index along with other guidelines that will help readers create the perfect monologue resource beyond any other actor's toolkit. Speak the Speech! is also an entertaining resource that will help demystify Shakespeare's language for the student and theater lover alike. Treasury of remarks on bad behaviour from some of the sharpest, funniest women. It Happened One Christmas - Leslie Kelly Six years ago, Ross Mitchell and Lucy Fleming shared a hot holiday weekend. Now Ross and Lucy meet again at his office Christmas party. And when they find themselves alone and snowed in, it's not long before they're making their own body heat! But is it just another holiday romp between the sheets? Or will Lucy and Ross finally get what they really want for this year - each other! Sex, Lies and Mistletoe - Tawny Weber Undercover DEA agent Caleb Black is home for the holidays - possibly to bust his own father. But maybe Caleb's con-man dad isn't the one running drugs through the small town of Black Oak. Maybe it's the green-eyed goddess who runs the New Age shop Pandora Easton saved the family store with two words: sex sells. And her delectable aphrodisiacs really work, as she's proven with notorious bad boy Black again and again. Sexy Silent Nights - Cara Summers It never should've happened: club owner J onah Stone was her boss' best friend. But one look into his stormy grey eyes and security specialist Cilla Matthews was in for a mind-blowing night in his sumptuous suite. No talking. No strings. No such luck. When J onah starts receiving threats from a vengeful ghost of Christmas past, he hires Cilla on as a bodyguard and makes no secret about how close he wants her to be! A New York Times bestseller. "A wickedly chilling debut." - School Library Journal "Complex and sweetly satisfying." - Booklist "Prepare to be bewitched." - Paula Stokes, author of Against the Universe "A story about the redemptive power of love." - Amber Smith, New York Times bestselling author of The Way I Used to Be "Eerie and enchanting." — Jessica Spotswood, author of The Cahill Witch Chronicles The new year will never be the same! The Serene Witch trials in this haunting story about three sisters on a quest for revenge — and how love may be the only thing powerful enough to stop them. Welcome to the cursed town of Sparrow... Where, two centuries ago, three sisters were sentenced to death for witchcraft. Stones were tied to their ankles and they were drowned in the deep waters surrounding the town. Now, for a brief time each summer, the sisters return, steering the tides of three weak-hearted girls so that they may seek their revenge, luring boys into the harbor and pulling them under. Like many locals, seventeen-year-old Penny Talbot has accepted the fate of the town. But this year, on the eve of the sisters' return, a boy named Bo Carter arrives; unaware of the danger he has just stumbled into. Mistrust and lies spread quickly through the salty, rain-soaked streets. The townspeople turn against one another. Penny and Bo suspect each other of hiding secrets, and death comes swiftly to those who cannot resist the call of the sisters. But only Penny sees what others cannot. And she will be forced to choose: save Bo, or save herself. "27 Authors, 27 Stories. No Names Attached. A bold collection of stories about sex that leaves you guessing who wrote what. Bestselling novelists Hillary J ordan and Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan present an elegant, international anthology of erotica that explores the diverse spectrum of desire, written by winners of the Pulitzer Prize, National Book Award, PEN Awards, the Women's Prize for Fiction, Edgar Award, and more. There are stories of sexual obsession and sexual desire, of love and domination, and submission. There's revenge sex, unrequited sex, funny sex, tortured sex, fairy tale sex, and even sex in the afterlife. While the authors are listed in alphabetical order at the beginning of the book, none of the stories are attributed, providing readers with a glimpse into an
uninhibited landscape of sexuality as explored by twenty-seven of today's finest authors. Featuring Robert Olen Butler, Catherine Chung, Trent Dalton, Heidi W. Durrow, Tony Epple, Louise Erdrich, Jamie Ford, Júlia Glass, Peter Godwin, Hillary Jordan, Rebecca Makkai, Valerie Martin, Dina Nayeri, Chigozie Obioma, Téa Obreht, Helen Oyeyemi, Mary-Louise Parker, Victoria Redel, JASON Reynolds, S.J. Rozan, Meredith Talusan, Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan, Souvannakham Thammasongsa, J EET Thayl, Paul Theroux, Luis Alberto Urrea, and Edmund White—J oyann Reese has just moved from her home in New York City to the small town where she spent most of her summers as a child. The great-aunt she hadn't seen since her early teens, the only adult who'd taught her to love herself, extra curves and all, had died and left her the only place she'd ever felt safe. Moving to a small town opening up her own bakery, all around the holidays was already a bit harrowing, so she didn't need the extra bother of a love interest. As a plus size, 'big girl' she knew well her limitations and one look at the dreamboat next door told her that he was way out of her league, but that never stopped a girl from dreaming. If only he wasn't so overbearing perffectDevlin Monroe took one look at his new neighbor when she showed up at his door with her baked offering and smelled trouble. It didn't take him long to decide that she was a nuisance and a pain not to mention an unwanted distraction in his otherwise ideal existence. He'd had a good thing going in his small hometown until she moved in next door. She's nowhere near his type so why does he find himself going out of his way to be near her?WHEN A MAN KNOWS NO BOUNDARIES: Holiday Stories from Amazon Bestselling Authors THE NIGHTWIND'S VISIT Charlotte Boyett-Compo Be careful what you wish for. The NightWinds hear every whisper, every sigh, every need and he's coming to grant your every wicked, wanton desire. DEAR SANTAL WANT A MAN TO FULFILL ALL YOUR CHRISTMAS DESIRES Dracon and Tendril have been held captive by the diabolical Scion of Serpents, when they learn that the only way to be free is by surviving the worst Christmas they've ever had to endure, they must come to terms with their darkest desires. The Christmas spirit is strong in the halls of the Crystal Manor, and as the snow falls and the mistletoe hangs, they find themselves tangled in a web of passion and peril. But will their love be strong enough to survive the festive season? MARKED CANVAS: A historical romance set against the backdrop of the American Civil War, marking a new beginning for two unlikely lovers. In a world where love is forbidden, they must find a way to be together, even if it means sacrificing everything they hold dear. The Christmas spirit is strong in the halls of the Crystal Manor, and as the snow falls and the mistletoe hangs, they find themselves tangled in a web of passion and peril. But will their love be strong enough to survive the festive season? MARKED CANVAS: A historical romance set against the backdrop of the American Civil War, marking a new beginning for two unlikely lovers. In a world where love is forbidden, they must find a way to be together, even if it means sacrificing everything they hold dear.
Journalist The Adventure of Sherlaw Kombs The Adventure of the Second Swag E. W. Hornung: The Amateur Cracksman The Black Mask; or, Raffles: Further Adventures A Thief in the Night Mr. Justice Raffles John Kendrick Bangs: Mrs. Raffles R. Holmes & Co Melville Davisson Post: The Sleuth of St. James's Square Edgar Wallace: The Four Just Men The Clue of the Twisted Candle Victor L. Whitechurch: The Canon in Residence Anna Katharine Green: The Leavenworth Case A Strange Disappearance The Mystery of the Hasty Arrow That Affair Next Door Lost Man's Lane The Circular Study G. K. Chesterton: The Innocence of Father Brown The Wisdom of Father Brown The Donnington Affair Ellis Parker Butler: Philo Gubb Correspondence-School Detective Maurice Leblanc: Arsene Lupin The Extraordinary Adventures of Arsene Lupin Agatha Christie: The Mysterious Affair at Styles The Murder on the Links The Kidnapped Prime Minister The Million Dollar Bond Robbery The Secret Adversary The Berringer Bodyguards File #2 Name: Ely Berringer Trademarks: Clean-cut former marine who's all muscle...and all hotness! Biggest weakness: This good boy likes a bad, bad girl... Bodyguard Ely Berringer's job is simple: find the missing woman. But there's nothing simple about smokin'-hot tattoo artist Lydia Hamilton...or the fact that they once shared a wickedly sexy night together. And once he finds her in Montana, he realizes that one night with Lydia was definitely not enough! Lydia's been trying to sort out the sale of her childhood home and ranch. But lately there's been a rash of nasty incidents—break-ins, damaged property...just enough to convince Ely that he needs to stick around. And if that means some no-strings-attached naughty nights? Well, he's all hers...even if it is only for the holidays! Lose yourself in the legendary Edna O'Brien's simmering tale of a woman rediscovering herself on the French Riviera 'The taboo-breaking, the fabulous prose - there's no one like Edna O'Brien Beautiful.' Anne Enright 'Novels of heart-breaking empathy, rigorous honesty and peerless beauty.' Eimear McBride 'Brilliant and brave.' Ann Patchett 'A treasure.' New York Times Separated from her husband and young son, Ellen leaves behind the loneliness of London for a new life of excitement and sexual freedom 'jaunt into iniquity' on the gorgeous French Riviera. However, she soon discovers that independence blurs into loneliness, especially when she receives some heart-breaking news. Denied in several countries on first publication, Edna O'Brien's August is a Wicked Month is a shimmering, sensual tale of a woman rediscovering herself - and it feels just as glorious, radical, and escapist as today. 'O'Brien simply offers her characters and they come to us living.' V.S. Naipaul 'One of the greatest Irish writers, of this or any era.' Sunday Independent 'One of our bravest and best novelists' Irish Times 'A literary great.' Times...As the sizzling summer sun sets, a darker pleasure awaits. From the moonlit streets of Paris to a decadent, darkened beach, or the sinful streets of Manhattan, five deadly immortal heroes are looking for mortal flesh. For the first time, you can own five of Mari Carr's hottest menage romances in one steamy anthology. Set includes Waiting for Her, Sweet Thursday, Reach You, Full Position, and Everything Nice. This anthology is a must-have for fans of menage and an amazing way to "test drive" five of Mari Carr's most popular series, including Wild Irish, Sparks in Texas, Second Chances and Big Easy. Waiting for Her - Jeannette's past has taught her one thing--trust no one. However, not only are lovers Luc and Diego a danger to her libido, but also her heart. The two firefighters have had a hunger for Jeannette, and they're willing to do whatever it takes to claim the shy, sexy cook. Sweet Thursday - Soldiers Justin and Killian are blown away when quiet Lily proposes a one-night (three bodies) fling too tempting, too hot to resist. But just one no-holds-barred, explosive evening with the stunning woman will never be enough. Reach You - Christian has been lusting after Shelly. There's something about her that makes him believe she's the one. Unfortunately, Lance—Christian's best friend—has set his sights on the sweet blonde as well. Instead of pistols at dawn, the two friends come up with a deliciously erotic answer to their shared dilemma—if the shy beauty will accept their racy proposal. Full Position - Though Bella has crushed on Justin and Ned since her first day on the job, she's smart enough to know a ménage with her hot bosses is probably number one on the list of workplace no-nos. But a genius wouldn't say no to their exceptionally tempting offer — a no-holds-barred night of wicked fantasies at a local sex club. Everything Nice - After Alex confesses that he wants both her and his best friend, Charlie, in his bed, Allie skips town like a thief in the night. Now, Allie is back in their lives, all grown up and more alluring than ever. What starts as a night of three friends catching up turns into intimate explorations in Charlie's truck...and Alex's shower...and his king-size bed... This anthology will be available for a limited time only, so act fast.